Results from two self-paced reading experiments in English are reported in which subject- and object-extracted relative clauses (SRCs and ORCs, respectively) were presented in contexts that support both types of relative clauses (RCs). Object-extracted versions were read more slowly than subject-extracted versions across both experiments. These results are not consistent with a decay-based working memory account of dependency formation where the amount of decay is a function of the number of new discourse referents that intervene between the dependents (Gibson, 1998; Warren & Gibson, 2002). Rather, these results support interference-based accounts and decay-based accounts where the amount of decay depends on the number of words or on the type of noun phrases that intervene between the dependents. In Experiment 2, presentation in supportive contexts was directly contrasted with presentation in null contexts. Whereas in the null context the extraction effect was only observed during the RC region, in a supportive context the extraction effect was numerically larger and persisted into the following region, thus showing that extraction effects are enhanced in supportive contexts. A sentence completion study demonstrated that the rate of SRCs versus ORCs was similar across null and supportive contexts (with most completions being subject-extractions), ruling out the possibility that an enhanced extraction effect in supportive contexts is due to ORCs being less expected in such contexts. However, the content of the RCs differed between contexts in the completions, such that the RCs produced in supportive contexts were more constrained, reflecting the lexical and semantic content of the preceding context. This effect, which we discuss in terms of expectations/lexico-syntactic priming, suggests that the enhancement of the extraction effect in supportive contexts is due to the facilitation of the subject-extracted condition.
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1. Introduction

On-line sentence comprehension involves the rapid use of many information sources (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1998; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995), including (a) the syntactic rules of the language; (b) the syntactic/semantic properties of words; (c) the real-world plausibility of the described events; (d) the local discourse context; and (e) for spoken language, the prosody of the utterance. The interpretation process is further constrained by the amount of working memory resources available to the comprehender. A useful construction for investigating constraints on sentence processing is the relative clause (RC), a clause that modifies a noun and usually serves to pick a relevant element from a set. It has long been observed that in English, certain object-extracted relative clauses (ORCs) such as (1a) are more difficult to process than subject-extracted relative clauses (SRCs) such as (1b), in a null context:

(1) a. The reporter that the senator attacked admitted to making an error.
   b. The reporter that attacked the senator admitted to making an error.

In (1a), the RC pronoun “that,” which is coindexed with the subject noun phrase (NP) “the reporter,” is interpreted as the object of the verb “attacked.” In (1b), the RC pronoun “that” is interpreted as the subject of the verb “attacked.” When both the main clause subject (“the reporter”) and the embedded clause NP (“the senator”) are animate and each NP is plausible as both the subject and the object of the embedded verb, people read ORCs more slowly than SRCs and perform less well on memory tasks and comprehension questions after an ORC (e.g., Fedorenko, Gibson, & Rohde, 2006; Ford, 1983; Gibson, 1998; Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2001; Gordon, Hendrick, & Levine, 2002; Just & Carpenter, 1992; King & Just, 1991; Wanner & Maratsos, 1978). Some of this difference in processing difficulty may be due to differences in working memory demands associated with the processing of the two structures. In particular, it has been argued that ORCs cause more processing difficulty than SRCs because ORCs contain a non-local syntactic dependency, between the matrix NP and the embedded verb (i.e., “the reporter” and “attacked” in [1a]). This is in contrast to SRCs, in which both of the dependencies in the RC—between the matrix subject and the verb (i.e., “the reporter” and “attacked” in [1b]), and between the verb and the embedded object (i.e., “attacked” and “the senator”)—are local. Non-local dependencies have been argued to increase working memory demands because the first element of the dependency (i.e., “the reporter” in [1a]) needs to be retrieved from memory at the point when the second element of the dependency (i.e., “attacked” in [1a]) is encountered (e.g., Gibson, 1998, 2000; Gordon et al., 2001; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Lewis & Vaisishth, 2005).

An alternative class of accounts that attempt to explain the difference in processing difficulty between ORCs and SRCs has to do with syntactic surprisal (Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; see Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002, for a related proposal). According to these accounts, because the ORC structure is less frequent than the SRC
structure (Roland, Dick, & Elman, 2007), an SRC is more expected than an ORC following the word “that.” Thus, when the embedded subject NP “the senator” is encountered, there may be some difficulty in processing the less expected continuation. Whereas syntactic surprisal can explain potential differences in processing difficulty early in the RCs, surprisal-based accounts cannot explain processing difficulty at the embedded verb in the ORC structures (as e.g., Levy, 2008, acknowledges), which is where most of the processing difficulty is typically observed in reading paradigms such as self-paced reading (e.g., Gordon et al., 2001; Grodner & Gibson, 2005; King & Just, 1991) and eye-tracking (e.g., Gordon, Hendrick, Johnson, & Lee, 2006; Holmes & O’Regan, 1981; Traxler et al., 2002; cf. Staub, 2010, for some evidence of difficulty at the embedded subject in ORCs in regressive saccades). A verb is the most expected continuation following the embedded subject in an ORC structure, which leads the surprisal-based accounts to predict low complexity there, whereas high complexity is observed. Furthermore, Grodner and Gibson (2005) show that the reading time slowdown occurs at the verb even when the ORC subject NP is modified by a prepositional phrase (e.g., “the nurse at the clinic”). A surprisal-based account would predict difficulty at the embedded subject, or at least soon after it, during the modifier. Such a slowdown does not typically occur (cf. Staub, 2010), contrary to the predictions of surprisal-based accounts. As a result, whereas syntactic surprisal may be an important factor in sentence processing in general, the best accounts of the difference in processing difficulty between SRCs and ORCs in English (and, in particular, of the locus of the greatest processing difficulty at the embedded verb in ORC structures) are working-memory-based accounts (see also results on processing RCs from other languages, e.g., Dutch [Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2002, 2006], German [Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauer, & Friederici, 1995; Schriefers, Friederici, & Kühn, 1995], Korean [Kwon, Gordon, Lee, & Kluender, 2010], Japanese [Ishizuka, Nakatani, & Gibson, 2003; Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008], and Chinese [Gibson & Wu, in press]). We will therefore focus on working-memory-based accounts in the discussion of our experiments.

Although most working memory accounts are based on the idea that retrieving an element further back in the input stream is more difficult than retrieving a more local element, it is not yet clear how to best quantify retrieval difficulty. Two non-mutually exclusive classes of retrieval metrics have been proposed. According to the first, the difficulty of retrieving the first element of the dependency at the time of processing the second element of the dependency is due to the decay in the activation of the representation of the first element as additional elements are being processed. Under such a decay-based framework, Gibson (1998, 2000) and Warren and Gibson (2002) have proposed that retrieval difficulty might depend on the number of new discourse referents (nouns and verbs) intervening between the two elements of a long-distance dependency. Warren and Gibson also consider a decay-based metric in terms of the surface type of NPs that intervene (e.g., pronouns vs. names vs. definite descriptions), and Gibson (1998) considers a decay-based metric in terms of the number of intervening words (cf. Hawkins, 1994, for a word-based production difficulty metric).

An important variant of the activation decay idea is proposed by Lewis and Vasishth (2005), Vasishth and Lewis (2006), and Lewis, Vasishth, and Van Dyke (2006). According to Lewis and colleagues, retrieval difficulty is determined not by some function of the linear
distance since the item was first activated, but by the history of the item’s recent retrievals. In particular, if the item has been re-activated since it was first accessed, then its activation can increase.

According to the second class of proposals, retrieval difficulty is due to interference of the elements intervening between the two ends of a dependency with the representation of the first, to-be-retrieved, element (Gordon et al., 2001; Gordon, Hendrick, & Johnson, 2004; McElree, Foraker, & Dyer 2003; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005; Lewis et al., 2006).

Both the decay- and interference-based proposals successfully predict processing difficulty in ORCs, compared to SRCs. According to the decay-based proposals, processing more new discourse referents/words following the matrix NP “the reporter” in an ORC leads to the decay of this NP, making its retrieval more difficult at the verb “attacked.” According to the interference-based proposals, the fact that the intervening NP “the senator” is similar both syntactically and semantically to the matrix NP “the reporter” makes retrieval of “the reporter” more difficult at the verb “attacked.”

In most previous work investigating the processing of SRCs and ORCs, the critical sentences were presented in a null context (cf. Battinich & Levine, 2009). However, because (a) the primary function of RCs is to pick out the relevant referent from a set, and (b) some accounts of RC complexity invoke the notion of discourse context (Gibson, 1998; Warren & Gibson, 2002), it is important to investigate the processing of RCs in contexts that license them. The current experiments therefore examine the effect of supportive contexts on the processing of SRCs and ORCs.

There is much evidence from the sentence processing literature that the context (linguistic, visual, social, etc.) in which an utterance is produced strongly affects processing and interpretation. To summarize some key findings:

1. Words are processed faster in context (e.g., Frisson, Rayner, & Pickering, 2005; Schustack, Ehrlich, & Rayner, 1987); relatedly, in studies using event-related potentials, the N400 component, which is observed in response to each content word and assumed to reflect the relative ease of integrating the word into the evolving meaning representation (e.g., Holcomb, 1993), decreases for words occurring at later sentence positions (Van Petten & Kutas, 1990).

2. Syntactically ambiguous materials that cause processing difficulty in a null context cause much less difficulty or even no difficulty in a supportive context (Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Crain & Steedman, 1985; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995).

3. Referential processing is affected by the local visual context, such that the presence of particular objects in the context affects people’s expectations of what elements will be referred to in a discourse (Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Kamide, Altmann, & Haywood, 2003).

4. The processing of RCs is affected by the context, such that restrictive RCs are processed more quickly than non-restrictive RCs in a supportive context, whereas they are processed more slowly than non-restrictive RCs in a null context (Grodner, Gibson, & Watson, 2005).
Understanding how context modulates RC complexity effects can help distinguish between some of the accounts summarized above. One account is particularly relevant to the examination of RCs in supportive contexts: A discourse-referent-based decay account, whereby the difficulty of retrieving the first element of a dependency at the time of processing the second element of the dependency is due to the decay in the activation of the representation of the first element as additional new discourse referents are being processed in the interim (Gibson, 1998, 2000; Warren & Gibson, 2002). This account predicts that the ORC versus SRC complexity effect should be eliminated in a supportive context. For example, consider the context in (2), to be followed by the ORC in (1a) or the SRC in (1b) above:

(2) At the press-conference, a senator and two reporters got into an argument.

The senator attacked one of the reporters and then the other reporter attacked the senator.

The context in (2) establishes the existence of two reporters, one who attacked a senator, and the other who was attacked by the same senator. When the definite NP “the reporter” is then processed at the beginning of (1a) or (1b), a modifier is expected in order to distinguish between the two reporters present in the discourse context. An RC is therefore a likely continuation at this point: An ORC like the one in (1a) picks out one reporter, and an SRC like the one in (1b) picks out the other.

According to the discourse-referent-based decay account of retrieval difficulty in sentence processing, no difficulty should be observed for the ORC in (1a) because the referent for the intervening NP “the senator” is not new; it has already been introduced to the discourse and is therefore highly activated. Thus, this account predicts no difference between the SRCs and ORCs. In contrast, other working-memory-based accounts of RC complexity predict that the ORC complexity effect should remain in supportive contexts. For example, according to interference-based accounts (e.g., Gordon et al., 2001, 2004; Lewis et al., 2006), processing the verb “attacked” should be difficult in the ORC in (1a), independent of the context, because the presence of the intervening NP “the senator” interferes with the retrieval of the object NP “the reporter” whether or not this NP refers to a new entity in the context or to an entity that has already been introduced into the context. Similarly, the word-based decay account and the NP-type-based decay account predict the same ORC difficulty in a supportive context as in a null context.

2. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed to test whether the local discourse context would eliminate the object- versus subject-extraction complexity effect, as predicted by a discourse-referent-based decay account of retrieval difficulty. The contexts were like (2) above, consisting of two sentences that set up a scenario in which either an SRC or an ORC is appropriate. The two critical sentences were presented in the form of a dialog between two speakers (Mary...
and John). The first speaker would produce an utterance involving an SRC and the second
speaker would produce an utterance involving an ORC, or vice versa, as shown in (3), with
slash-marks (/) indicating presentation regions and double slash-marks (//) indicating line
breaks (across which there was always a new region).

(3) At the press-conference, a senator and two reporters got into an argument. //

The senator attacked one of the reporters and then the other reporter attacked the senator. //

Mary: / I heard that / the reporter / that {attacked the senator | the senator attacked} /
admitted to / making an error. //

John: / I’m not sure about that. / I heard that / the reporter / that {the senator attacked |
attacked the senator} / admitted to / making an error. //

We designed the materials in a way that would also allow us to investigate potential
effects on the RC extraction effect of the presence of an RC in the preceding context. In par-
ticular, we can see whether the processing of the RC in John’s utterance is affected by the
RC in Mary’s utterance. If the position of an RC (early vs. late) does not affect its process-
ing, then an item could serve as its own control, because each trial includes both an ORC
and an SRC. If, however, the position of an RC does matter, then we can learn something
about how the presence and/or kind of an earlier-encountered RC affects subsequent RC
processing.

The predictions for this experiment are as follows:

1. If retrieval difficulty is determined by discourse-referent-based decay of earlier syn-
tactic positions, then reading times during the ORCs should be no longer than during
the SRCs for either the early or the late RC positions, because all the relevant refer-
ents corresponding to the NPs in the RCs are present in the context and should there-
fore be easily accessible. In particular, processing the intervening NP in an ORC
should cause little or no decay of the head NP, because there is no work involved in
constructing a discourse referent for this intervening NP.

2. In contrast, if retrieval difficulty is determined by interference, such that similarity
between the first (to-be-retrieved) element of the dependency and the intervening ele-
ment(s) gives rise to processing difficulty, then reading times during the ORCs should
be longer than during the SRCs. Similarly, if retrieval difficulty is determined by
word-based decay or NP-type-based decay, then ORCs should be processed more
slowly than SRCs.

3. The position of the RC within an item (early vs. late) may also affect RC processing.
Some kind of a modifier is quite likely to follow the definite head noun “the repor-
ter” in both Mary’s and John’s statements in (3), because there are two reporters in
the context: “the reporter” by itself is not felicitous. A natural way to distinguish the
two potential referents is by using an RC in each case. But the form of the RC is
unknown following Mary’s statement in (3): It could be an active subject-extraction,
an active object-extraction, a passive subject-extraction, or a passive object-extraction. In contrast, at the point of encountering the definite NP “the reporter” in John’s response to Mary in (3), an RC may be more expected due to re-use of structures in dialog (e.g., Branigan, Pickering, McLean, & Cleland, 2007; Pickering & Branigan, 1999), and furthermore a particular kind of an RC may be expected to contrast with the earlier occurring RC. (Even if participants learn—over the course of the experiment—that passive RCs are never used, the type of RC in John’s utterance is still more constrained than the type of RC in Mary’s utterance given that the intended referent is now clear.) It is thus possible that any ORC versus SRC effect that might occur in the early position (as predicted by the interference-based and word-/NP-type-based decay retrieval theories) would be diminished or eliminated in the later position because of the higher predictability of the relevant RC in the later position based on the previously encountered RC.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Design and materials

Twenty-four items were constructed following the format of (3), with two conditions for each item: subject-extracted-first versus object-extracted-first. There were two RCs in each item: one early (in Mary’s utterance) and one late (in John’s utterance). The following factors were counter-balanced:

1. The structure of the second context sentence varied with regard to whether the description of the events started with the unique referent or one of the two referents of the same kind: half of the items started with the unique noun (The NOUN1 VERBed one of the NON-UNIQUE NOUNS and then the other NON-UNIQUE NOUN VERBed the NOUN1), and the other half started with a non-unique noun (One of the NON-UNIQUE NOUNS VERBed the NOUN1 and then the NOUN1 VERBed the other NON-UNIQUE NOUN).

2. Each item had two versions such that the identity of the unique noun changed. For example, there was another version of the item in (3), which started as follows: At the press-conference, a reporter and two senators got into an argument. This ensures that any differences that we observe are not due to plausibility differences between the meanings of the subject-extracted structure and the object-extracted structure.

In addition to the target materials, the experiment included 48 fillers. The fillers were carefully constructed to resemble the target materials. Specifically, the first context sentence always introduced three entities (all were unique nouns: e.g., the model, the photographer, and the hairdresser). The second sentence contained two predicates that described events happening to the three participants (e.g., the first character doing something to the second character and the second character doing something to the third character; the order in which the nouns from the first sentence were used in these events was varied across the filler items). The two clauses of the second sentence were connected by a variety of connectives,
such as because, however, when, while, after, etc. Mary’s utterance started with I heard that, like in the target sentences, and continued with a statement about one of the three characters (16 fillers—1st character, 16 fillers—2nd character, and 16 fillers—3rd character). John’s utterance started with a contradiction in 12/48 fillers: This was similar to the target sentences, but a variety of different expressions preceded “I heard that,” such as “Hmm, that’s weird” or “I am not sure.” In the remaining 36/48 fillers John’s utterance started with an expression of agreement, such as “Yeah, that’s right” or “I think you’re right.” This way, overall, half of the materials in the experiment involved a disagreement between Mary and John, and the other half—agreement. Critically, Mary’s and John’s utterances did not involve RCs. A sample filler is presented in (4):

(4) During the photo-shoot, the model, the photographer and the hairdresser discussed possible hairstyles.

The model liked her hair straight; however, the photographer and the hairdresser wanted her hair to be curly.

Mary: I heard that the model is stubborn and hard to work with.

John: Yeah, that’s right, and I also heard that she gets paid ten thousand dollars for every photo-shoot.

See Appendix for a complete list of experimental materials (filler materials are available from the authors upon request).

2.1.2. Participants

Thirty-two participants from MIT and the surrounding community were paid for their participation. All were native speakers of English and were naive as to the purposes of the study.

2.1.3. Procedure

The task was self-paced reading, using a moving window display (Just, Carpenter, & Woolley, 1982). LINGER 1.7 by Doug Rohde was the software used to run the experiment. Each trial began with a series of dashes marking the position and length of the words in the sentences, across several lines of text. Participants pressed the spacebar to reveal each fragment of the materials. The amount of time the participant spent reading each fragment was recorded as the time between key-presses.

The first two sentences of each text were presented sentence by sentence. The final two sentences of each text (Mary’s utterance and John’s response, see [3]) were presented region by region, with the presentation regions indicated in (3). The fillers were broken down into regions in a similar fashion. Most previous experiments from the literature that evaluated RC complexity in self-paced reading in null contexts used a word-by-word presentation. But the current materials involve several sentences per trial, which makes
word-by-word presentation somewhat bothersome/tiring for participants. We therefore chose to use a phrase-by-phrase presentation in this experiment.

The questions for the target materials were about the content of the utterances. Specifically, they either asked about the RCs and were of the form According to Mary, was it the reporter that [attacked the senator/the senator attacked] that admitted to making an error?, or they asked about the main verb and were of the form Did one of the {reporters / senators} admit to making an error? Half of the questions for the filler materials were about the information contained in the context sentences, and the other half was about the information contained in the utterances.

Participants took approximately 35 min to complete the experiment.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Analyses

Analyses reported here were conducted with the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2008) for the statistical language R (R Core Development Team, 2008). Recent results have shown that including only random intercepts in linear mixed effects regressions can be anti-conservative, so we also include random slopes for participants in our model. Significance (p) values were estimated from (a) the t-values that were obtained from the lmer function; and (b) conservative estimates of the number of degrees of freedom in the model. The estimates of the number of degrees of freedom in the model consisted of the number of observations minus the number of intercepts fit in the model (the number of participants + the number of items = 32 + 24 = 56) and the number of slopes being fit in the model (the number of participants = 32).

2.2.2. Comprehension question performance

Participants answered the comprehension question correctly 75.7% of the time for the target items. A logistic regression showed that the order of the RC type (SRC occurring in the early position vs. ORC occurring in the early position) did not affect accuracy (SRC-first: 76.2%; ORC-first: 74.9%; b = .069, z = .404, p = .686). The somewhat low accuracy on the questions relative to accuracy rates in experiments in the literature on RCs in null contexts (where accuracies are usually above 80%) was likely due to the complexity of the questions that were asked of the participants in the current experiment. In particular, participants were asked not only who did what to whom in the contexts but also which of the two dialog partners (John or Mary) said so. In the filler items, where the comprehension questions were not quite as complex as in the targets, participants achieved a higher accuracy of 85.4% on average across the 48 items, thus supporting this interpretation of the relatively low accuracy on the target items.

2.2.3. Reaction times

Before performing linear mixed-effects analyses on our reading time data, we transformed the raw reading times into residual reading times (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; see Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994, for discussion). First, a regression equation
predicting reaction times from region length was derived for each participant, using all filler and target items. Then, for each region, the reaction time predicted by the participant’s regression equation was subtracted from the actual measured reaction time to obtain a residual reaction time. We analyzed residual reading times because (a) they adjust for differences in region lengths and overall differences in participants’ reading rates; and (b) they are more normally distributed than raw reading times (normally distributed data are a requirement for regression analyses, e.g., Jaeger, 2008). Raw reading times > 8 s and residual reading times more than three standard deviations away from the mean for a position within condition were removed from the analyses, excluding 2.1% of the data.

We defined the critical regions as the two occurrences of the RCs (in Mary’s utterance [early occurrence], and in John’s utterance [late occurrence]), and the two main verb regions following the RCs, because RC complexity effects are often observed on the region immediately following the RC. Fig. 1 presents the mean raw reading times per region across the two orders of the RC type.3

We first wanted to evaluate the potential effects of comprehension accuracy and its potential interactions with the critical factors during the critical region, the RC. A linear mixed-effects model including RC type (SRC, ORC), position (early, late) and comprehension question accuracy (correct, incorrect) as sum-coded factors, as well as random slopes and intercepts for participants and random intercepts for items revealed no effect of comprehension question accuracy ($t = -1.15$), and no interactions between comprehension question accuracy and other factors ($t_{s} < 0.86$). Similarly, there were no reliable effects or interactions with comprehension question accuracy on other regions. Consequently, we do not include comprehension question accuracy in further analyses.

Analyses without this factor revealed a main effect of RC type on the RC region ($\beta = 134.0, t = 3.82, p < .001$), such that SRCs were processed 268 ms faster than ORCs on

![Fig. 1. Mean raw reading times per region for Experiment 1. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. Note that the line with the open circles corresponds to the object-extracted relative clause (RC) in the early region, but to the subject-extracted RC in the late region.](image)
average. There was also a marginal main effect of position ($\beta = 62.6, t = 1.80, p < .08$), such that RCs in the later region were processed 125.2 ms faster than in the early region, and an interaction between RC type and position ($\beta = 77.5, t = 2.20, p < .05$), such that the RC effect is diminished in the later position.4

We also conducted pairwise analyses according to RC type for each region. We first report the results of these analyses for the target regions, regions 6 and 7 (early RC) and regions 13 and 14 (late RC). In regions 6 and 7—the first RC region and the following main verb region—there was an effect of RC type (RC region: $\beta = 423.5, t = 3.81, p < .001$; main-verb region: $\beta = 144.2, t = 2.64, p < .05$), such that SRCs were processed $423.5/144.2$ ms faster than ORCs in the respective RC/main-verb regions. In regions 13 and 14, the second instance of the RC and the following main verb region, the RTs were not significantly different ($t$s $< 1.5$). For completeness, we analyzed the other 11 regions. There were no reliable differences according to condition.

2.3. Discussion

The results of this experiment demonstrated a robust extraction effect such that ORCs were read more slowly than SRCs in supportive contexts. This result is not consistent with the discourse-referent-based decay account of object-extraction difficulty, which predicts that there should be no extraction effect in supportive contexts. Rather, this result is consistent with interference-based accounts and word- and NP-type-based decay accounts of retrieval difficulty. The experiment also provided suggestive evidence that the position of the RC in the context (early vs. late) affects its processing. In particular, the extraction effect appears to be stronger in the early position than in the late position, plausibly because the type of RC was less predictable in the early position than in the late position, as discussed above.

It is interesting to compare the RC complexity effects in the current experiment to the RC complexity effects that have been previously observed in self-paced reading experiments in null contexts. In particular, we will compare the current results to the results from Gibson, Desmet, Grodner, Watson, and Ko (2005) and from Grodner and Gibson (2005), both of which were run in the same lab as the experiment reported here, using the same self-paced reading presentation software, similar materials, and similar data-trimming procedures. There are two potentially important differences between these earlier experiments and the current experiment: (a) the earlier experiments presented RC materials in null contexts, and (b) the presentation was word by word, not phrase by phrase. Gibson et al. (2005) reported an effect of about 100 ms total during the RC region (approximately 35 ms per word over the three words in the RC), such that ORCs were read more slowly than SRCs. This effect was robust across four different comparisons. Grodner and Gibson (2005) report a similar effect size for a comparison between ORCs and SRCs: ORCs were read approximately 120–150 ms more slowly than SRCs. In the current experiment, we observed a 325 ms effect during the RC region and a further 156 ms effect in the following region. Thus, it appears that the presence of a supportive context is enhancing the complexity difference between SRCs and ORCs (which, interestingly, is the opposite of what we had predicted based on
the literature on processing sentences in context). We investigate this possibility further in Experiment 2.

3. Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we observed a larger difference between ORCs and SRCs in supportive contexts than the differences typically observed in the literature for similar comparisons in null contexts. The larger difference could be due to the presence of a supportive context. However, it could also be a result of different experimental procedures used in Experiment 1 compared to those used in previous studies. In particular, the self-paced reading experiments from the literature that have investigated SRCs and ORCs in null contexts have usually used a word-by-word presentation, whereas in Experiment 1 we used a region-by-region presentation, and RCs were presented as single regions. Region-by-region presentation in self-paced reading might lead to larger complexity effects than word-by-word presentation because it is possible that people perform more regressions when they have multiple words available to the left of the word that they are currently fixating, compared with the word-by-word presentation when regressions are less likely. Experiment 2 was conducted in order to directly investigate potential differences between processing RCs in null and supportive contexts using self-paced reading. In order to do this, we used the materials from Experiment 1 for the supportive context conditions, and we removed the context from each of these items to create the null context conditions. Furthermore, because the strongest extraction effects in Experiment 1 occurred during the first RC region, we omitted the second RC region in the items for Experiment 2. An item for Experiment 2 therefore had the form of (5):

(5) Supportive context (not present in the null context versions of the items):

At the press-conference, a senator and two reporters got into an argument. //

The senator attacked one of the reporters and then the other reporter attacked the senator. //

Target sentence:

Mary: / I heard that / the reporter / that [attacked the senator | the senator attacked] / admitted to / making an error. //

John: / I’m not sure about that. //

A discourse-referent-based decay account of retrieval difficulty predicts a contrast in the RC complexity effect across the two contexts. In particular, the RC complexity effect should be strong in the null context, because a new discourse referent is introduced in subject position of the RC (‘‘the senator’’ in [5]), between the pronoun that and the verb of the RC.
This effect should be weakened or eliminated in the supportive context, because this discourse referent has been introduced in the context immediately preceding the RC. Thus, a discourse-referent-based decay account predicts an interaction between context and RC type, such that the RC complexity effect should be weaker/non-existent in supportive contexts.

In contrast, other working memory accounts of RC complexity predict that the ORCs should be more complex than SRCs independent of the context, supportive or null. Finally, if the results of Experiment 1 are directly comparable with the results of previous experiments where RCs were presented in null contexts, then the RC complexity effect may actually be enhanced in supportive contexts.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Design and materials

The experiment had a $2 \times 2$ design, crossing the presence of context (context, no context), and extraction (SRC, ORC). The 24 items from Experiment 1 were modified to form the items for Experiment 2, as follows. First, the second utterance (from John) was shortened to ‘‘I’m not sure about that,’’ omitting the second sentence. Second, the null context conditions were created by omitting the supportive contexts, so that the items in the null context condition started with Mary’s utterance.

Twenty-four of the 48 filler items from Experiment 1 were used without any changes for the current experiment. The other 24 filler items were modified for the current experiment by omitting the context before Mary and John’s dialog.

3.1.2. Participants

Thirty-two participants from MIT and the surrounding community were paid for their participation. All were native speakers of English and were naive as to the purposes of the study. None had participated in Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Procedure

We used a phrase-by-phrase presentation in this experiment, as in Experiment 1. Participants took approximately 25 min to complete the experiment.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Comprehension question performance

Participants answered the comprehension question correctly 73.7% of the time for the target items. Although there were numerical trends for differences between the conditions (SRC, context: 79.1%; ORC, context: 72.9%; SRC, no context: 73.3%; ORC, no context: 69.3%), a logistic regression showed that neither RC type (SRC, ORC; $\beta = 0.135, z = 1.61, p = .107$) nor the presence of a supportive context (context, no context; $\beta = .125, z = 1.49, p = .135$) reliably affected accuracy, nor was there an interaction ($\beta = -0.038, z = -0.456, p = .648$). As in Experiment 1, the somewhat low accuracy rate overall is probably due to
the complexity of the questions. In the filler items, where the comprehension questions were not as complex as in the targets, participants achieved a higher accuracy of 83.5% on average across the 48 items.

3.2.2. Reaction times

As in Experiment 1, raw reading times > 8 s and residual reading times more than three standard deviations away from the mean for a position within condition were removed from the analyses, excluding 2.0% of the data.

As in Experiment 1, the critical regions were the RC region and the main verb region immediately following the RC. Fig. 2 presents the mean raw reading times per region across the four conditions.6

We first wanted to evaluate the potential effects of comprehension accuracy and its potential interactions with the critical factors during the critical region. A linear mixed effects model including RC type (SRC, ORC), context (context, no context), and comprehension question accuracy (correct, incorrect) as sum-coded factors, as well as random slopes and intercepts for subjects and random intercepts for items revealed no effects (main effects or interactions) of comprehension question accuracy ($t_s < 1.8$). Similarly, there were no reliable effects or interactions with comprehension question accuracy on other regions. Consequently, we do not include comprehension question accuracy in further analyses. Analyses without this factor on the RC region revealed two main effects with no interaction: (a) a main effect of RC type ($\beta = 106.6$, $t = 3.22$, $p < .005$), such that SRCs were processed 213 ms faster than ORCs; (b) a main effect of context ($\beta = 159.0$, $t = 4.01$, $p < .001$), such that the context conditions were processed 318.0 ms faster than the no-context conditions; but no interaction between RC type and context ($\beta = -10.0$, $t = -0.35$). Analyses on the main-verb region following the RC revealed (a) a main effect of RC type ($\beta = 54.1$, $t = 2.81$, $p < .01$), such that SRCs were processed 108 ms faster than ORCs; (b) a main effect of context ($\beta = 86.5$, $t = 3.32$, $p < .005$), such that the context conditions were

![Fig. 2. Mean raw reading times per region for Experiment 2. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.](image-url)
processed 173 ms faster than the no-context conditions; and (c) an interaction between RC type and context ($\beta = -49.3$, $t = -2.15$, $p < .05$), such that the RC extraction effect is reduced in the null context. Further analysis of this region shows that there was no RC effect for null context conditions ($t = 0.19$), but a reliable effect of RC for supportive context conditions ($\beta = 104.6$, $t = 3.33$, $p < .005$).

For completeness, we analyzed the other eight regions. These analyses revealed three reliable effects: (a) a reliable effect of context in region 3, the first word in the no-context conditions, such that the no-context conditions were read more quickly than the context conditions ($\beta = -31.9$, $t = -4.85$, $p < .001$); (b) a reliable effect of context in region 4, such that the context conditions were processed faster than the no-context conditions ($\beta = 20.0$, $t = 3.01$, $p < .005$); and (c) a reliable effect of context in region 5, such that the context conditions were processed faster than the no-context conditions ($\beta = 59.1$, $t = 5.23$, $p < .001$). There were no other significant differences in these analyses.

### 3.3. Discussion

The results of this experiment replicated the large ORC complexity effect in supportive contexts that was observed in Experiment 1. In addition, the current experiment demonstrates that the RC complexity effect is larger in supportive contexts in some sentence regions than in null contexts. In particular, during the RC region there was an RC complexity effect for both supportive and null context conditions, although it was numerically larger for the supportive context conditions (221 ms vs. 148 ms). However, during the following region, there was a large RC complexity effect in the supportive context conditions, but no such effect in the null context conditions, leading to the observed interaction. Thus, it appears that there is a longer lasting processing cost for ORCs in the supportive context relative to the null context.

Because during the RC region the effect sizes were comparable for the supportive and null-context conditions, it is plausible that smaller effect sizes for the extraction effect in the null-context experiments discussed above (Gibson et al., 2005; Grodner & Gibson, 2005) are due to differences in the presentation procedure—that is, region-by-region versus word-by-word presentation—as discussed above. Nevertheless, taking into account the region following the RC, the extraction effect is still enhanced in supportive compared to null contexts.

These results support interference-based and word- and NP-type-based decay working memory accounts of RC complexity, and they are not consistent with a decay-based account where decay is a function of constructing new discourse referents for elements that intervene between the relevant syntactic dependents. Such an account predicts that RC complexity effects should be eliminated (or, at least, greatly reduced) in supportive contexts compared with null contexts, but the reverse is true.

One point is worth making with respect to the NP-type-based decay account. Although the current experiments do not directly evaluate the predictions of this account (as they do not manipulate the type of the embedded NP), they nevertheless are informative with respect to its conceptual basis. In particular, as discussed in footnote 1, the NP-type-based decay
account is conceptually related to the discourse-referent-based decay account. In discussing the NP-type-based account, Warren and Gibson (2002) discuss the relative difficulty of constructing referents corresponding to different types of NPs, with this process being the easiest for pronouns (especially first- and second-person pronouns because those are always implicitly present in the discourse), harder for names and definite descriptions, and hardest for indefinite descriptions, according to an accessibility hierarchy (Ariel, 1988, 1990; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993). The current experiments demonstrate that the difficulty in ORCs is not due to the difficulty of constructing a new discourse referent for the element intervening between the relevant syntactic dependents. As a result, although the effects of NP type in the embedded subject position of ORCs are plausibly real, it is unlikely that they have anything to do with the difficulty of constructing discourse referents. Instead, they are probably due to the relative frequencies of different types of NPs in the embedded subject position (e.g., Reali & Christiansen, 2007) and/or to the lexical or phonological properties of the relevant NPs (frequency, length, etc.)

4. General discussion

Across two experiments we have observed a robust ORC processing complexity effect in supportive contexts. These results provide evidence against a decay-based working memory account of RC complexity, where decay is a function of constructing new discourse referents for elements that intervene between the relevant syntactic dependents. In contrast, these results are consistent with interference-based accounts and word- or NP-type-based decay accounts of RC complexity (although they do constrain the range of interpretations of NP-type effects in ORCs, as discussed above).

Moreover, somewhat surprisingly, we observed a larger ORC complexity effect in supportive contexts than in null contexts in Experiment 2. This result is not straightforwardly predicted by any of the working-memory-based accounts discussed here. It is therefore interesting to speculate on why supportive contexts might enhance the RC complexity effect. We consider several possibilities here.

First, one possibility that we considered initially was that the enhanced effect might be due to minimizing readers’ individual differences with regard to (a) lexical properties of the words used in the sentences (such as the words’ frequencies in an individual’s lexicon); and (b) world knowledge, which is used in assessing the plausibility of the events described in the sentences. Providing all of this information in the context should make all of the words in the critical sentences highly accessible for all readers. Furthermore, whereas using the plausibility of an event (Did X do Y to Z, or did Z do Y to X?) may often help to arrive at the meaning of a sentence in parallel with syntactic computation (e.g., Culicover & Jackendoff, 2005; Kim & Osterhout, 2005; Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan, & Holcomb, 2003), using plausibility is not helpful in the supportive contexts in the current experiment, because both possible relationships among the entities in the discourse have already been established as equally likely. Thus, people are forced to use syntactic cues in order to understand the meaning of the sentence. By this reasoning, all readers may be using a more similar strategy
(i.e., relying on the syntactic dependency structure) to understand the sentences in supportive contexts.

However, these observations cannot explain the larger effect size for the RC complexity effect in supportive contexts. At most, forcing the comprehenders to rely on a more restricted set of cues for interpretation could result in reduced variance in reading times in supportive contexts compared with null contexts. This would result in increased reliability of the effects in supportive contexts, but not their size. (In fact, variance is similar across the supportive and null context conditions in our data.)

A second potential explanation for the enhanced RC complexity effect in supportive contexts is based on working memory considerations, such that the contextually supported RC conditions are perhaps more complex than the null context RC conditions. In particular, there are more events and relationships between entities to keep track of in the supportive context conditions, due to the presence of the information in the context. This is information that the reader needs to keep track of, because s/he is required to answer questions about this context. Perhaps the larger RC complexity effect in a supportive context is thus caused by readers having to remember aspects of the earlier context when reading the RCs. However, contrary to the prediction of this kind of hypothesis, people were actually numerically better at answering the comprehension questions following the contextually supported materials in Experiment 2 than after the null context materials (79.1% and 72.9% accuracy in supportive contexts vs. 73.3% and 69.3% in null contexts). If the contextually supported RC conditions were more complex than the null context RC conditions, then we would expect to see suggestions of comprehension question accuracy effects in the reverse direction of what we actually see. Consequently, we consider this possibility unlikely.

The third possibility is that the presence of the contexts changes the comprehenders’ expectations for the upcoming structures. For example, it is possible that ORCs are particularly unexpected following contexts used in our materials. If this were the case, then syntactic-surprisal-based accounts (e.g., Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) would correctly predict an increased complexity effect for supportive context conditions. In order to investigate this possibility, we conducted a completion study for our experimental materials.

We presented our 24 items to 36 participants on Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, a marketplace interface that can be used for collecting behavioral data over the Internet. Each participant was asked to complete materials corresponding to the initial parts of our materials in Experiment 2, like (6), either with or without the supportive context:

(6) Supportive context (not present in the null context versions of the items):

At the press-conference, a senator and two reporters got into an argument.

The senator attacked one of the reporters and then the other reporter attacked the senator.

Mary: I heard that the reporter that …
Each participant completed a different randomized order of 24 target items (12 in each condition) along with 48 filler items. The results of this study showed no difference in completion rates for SRCs versus ORCs across the context manipulation: People completed $\frac{406}{432}$ trials (94.0%) as SRCs in each condition, and they completed $\frac{11}{432}$ trials (2.55%) as ORCs in the null context condition versus $\frac{8}{432}$ trials (1.85%) in the supportive context condition, with the remainder of the trials being errors or not completed by participants. These results demonstrate a strong bias for SRC completions in each condition, but no difference between supportive and null contexts. Consequently, syntactic surprisal by itself cannot explain the larger ORC complexity effect observed in supportive contexts: ORCs are equally unexpected regardless of the presence of a supportive context. However, a closer look at the content of the completions provides a potential explanation of the larger complexity effect in supportive contexts. Specifically, in the null context condition, the SRC completions were highly variable, but in the supportive context condition, the SRC completions were much more uniform. In particular, 42% of the SRCs exactly matched the RC that was presented as the critical SRC completion in the materials for Experiment 2. For example, for (6), many of the continuations were “attacked the senator . . . ,” the completion that was present in the corresponding item in Experiment 2. Hence, the enhanced RC complexity effect in supportive contexts in Experiment 2 is plausibly due to people having a strong expectation for the particular SRC continuation after reading the context.

The specific nature of this effect cannot be determined based on these data alone. This effect could, for example, be due to expectation-related processes where expectations are more fine-grained than simply expectations for strings of syntactic categories, or it could be due to lexico-syntactic priming of the SRC from the material in the context (see e.g., Brani- gan, 2007; Pickering & Branigan, 1999 for reviews of the relevant literature). Either an expectation-based or a priming-based account includes several possibilities which would have to be evaluated in future work.

With respect to priming, for example, there are at least two levels at which priming may occur. It is not likely that it is simply a sequence of words (V the N vs. the N V) that is being primed, because the SRC sequence of words and the ORC sequence of words are both present in the contexts (e.g., “attacked the senator” vs. “the senator attacked”), and they are also balanced for presentation order (and, thus, for distance to the RC) across items. Thus, if it were a structure-less sequence of words that gave rise to the facilitation effect in the reading times, then we would have seen similar facilitation effects in SRCs and ORCs, but the facilitation is greater for SRCs. However, one possibility is that a verb phrase constituent is being primed in the context for the SRCs (e.g., “attacked the senator” in [6]), but there is no corresponding syntactic constituent in the context that can be primed for the sequence of words corresponding to the ORC (e.g., “the senator attacked”). Another possibility is that sequences of syntactic positions are primed together with their associated lexical items. The context contains subject-verb-object sequences (e.g., “senator attacked reporter,” “reporter attacked senator”)—the syntactic position sequence that is present in SRCs—but no object-subject-verb sequences, the syntactic position sequence that is present in ORCs. This imbalance could thus be responsible for the difference in facilitation effects across SRCs and ORCs.
In conclusion, we have observed a robust RC complexity effect in supportive contexts, such that ORCs are processed more slowly than SRCs. This effect replicates the RC complexity effect in English and extends it to supportive contexts. These results are consistent with interference-based and word- or NP-type-based decay working memory accounts of RC complexity (although they constrain the interpretation of the effects of NP type in ORCs, as discussed above). They provide evidence against a discourse-referent-based decay account (Gibson, 1998; Warren & Gibson, 2002). Furthermore, the results of Experiment 2, together with the results of the completion study, provide evidence of fine-grained expectations beyond expectations for sequences of syntactic categories, and/or for lexico-syntactic priming that takes into account constituency information or syntactic positions of the relevant words.

Notes

1. It is worth pointing out that this account (whereby the difficulty of retrieving a previously encountered syntactic dependent is a function of the types of NPs—pronouns, names, definite descriptions—that intervene between the dependents) is not conceptually independent from the decay-based framework where distance is measured in terms of the number of new discourse referents, because the type of NP used to refer to, for example, the embedded subject of an ORC is highly dependent on the preceding context (e.g., a pronoun can only felicitously be used when there is a strongly salient referent in the discourse). We treat these accounts separately throughout the paper but come back to the issue of their conceptual non-independence in the Discussion section after Experiment 2.

2. The current materials and experimental design were developed in parallel with similar work in Japanese (Ishizuka, Nakatani, & Gibson, 2006).

3. We did not include the two context sentences in the graph, because the RTs in these positions were substantially longer than in other positions (on average, 3,784 ms for the first sentence and 4,063 ms for the second sentence) because these sentences were presented as single regions. Including them in the same figure makes it difficult to see differences between conditions for the shorter length regions, including the critical regions. There were no differences between the two conditions in either of the context sentences (ps > .5), which is to be expected given that the materials are identical across conditions.

4. In addition to analyzing residual RTs, we also analyzed raw RTs, log RTs, and log residual RTs. Although log RTs and log residual RTs are more normally distributed than raw or residual RTs, Roger Levy has observed that some interactions that are present in analyses of raw or residual RTs can disappear in analyses of log RTs (see the R-lang discussion group, June 10, 2010; http://pidgin.ucsd.edu/pipermail/r-lang/). Consequently, we present detailed analyses of residual RTs. In any case, all of our analyses (raw RTs, residual RTs, log RTs, log residual RTs) resulted in the same statistical patterns.
5. It is possible that some version of an interference-based account would predict a larger RC complexity effect in supportive contexts. Context plausibly makes both of the entities corresponding to the NPs in the RC highly salient. If more salient elements produce greater interference, then we might expect that ORCs in supportive contexts would lead to greater processing complexity than ORCs in null contexts. However, because context makes both entities salient, such an account would have to postulate that it is the absolute level of salience of the intervening element that matters, rather than the level of salience of the intervening element relative to that of the to-be-retrieved element. The latter seems more plausible.

6. As in Fig. 1, we did not include the two context sentences in the graph, because the RTs in these positions were substantially longer than in other positions, and including them in the same figure makes it difficult to see differences between conditions for the shorter length regions, including the critical regions. There were no reliable differences between the two context conditions in these initial regions (as expected given that the materials are identical across conditions).

7. There now exist several replications of results from in-lab studies using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, thus establishing the viability of this method for obtaining experimental linguistic data (e.g., Frank, Tily, Arnon, & Goldwater, 2010; Gibson & Fedorenko, in press; Munro et al., 2010).
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Appendix

Each of the 24 items had two versions, as shown in (1). The second version of each item can be generated in a similar way.

1. At the press-conference a senator and two reporters got into an argument. The senator attacked one of the reporters and then the other reporter attacked the senator.

   Mary: I heard that the reporter that attacked the senator admitted to making an error.

   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the reporter that the senator attacked admitted to making an error.

   At the press-conference a reporter and two senators got into an argument. The reporter attacked one of the senators and then the other senator attacked the reporter.

   Mary: I heard that the senator that attacked the reporter admitted to making an error.

   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the senator that the reporter attacked admitted to making an error.

2. During the interview a newscaster and two musicians had a brief discussion. The newscaster insulted one of the musicians and then the other musician insulted the newscaster.

   Mary: I heard that the musician that insulted the newscaster left the building after the interview.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the musician that the newscaster insulted left the building after the interview.

3. In the store a customer and two cashiers talked about recent events. The customer thanked one of the cashiers and then the other cashier thanked the customer.
   Mary: I heard that the cashier that thanked the customer supported the new bill about immigration rules.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the cashier that the customer thanked supported the new bill about immigration rules.

4. After the lecture a scientist and two interns went over the problem set. The scientist confused one of the interns and then the other intern confused the scientist.
   Mary: I heard that the intern that confused the scientist worked at a famous lab at Harvard University.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the intern that the scientist confused worked at a famous lab at Harvard University.

5. After the incident an officer and two detectives talked about possible suspects. The officer approached one of the detectives and then the other detective approached the officer.
   Mary: I heard that the detective that approached the officer had a good record in solving similar cases.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the detective that the officer approached had a good record in solving similar cases.

6. In the office a secretary and two co-workers got along very well. The secretary welcomed one of the co-workers and then the other co-worker welcomed the secretary.
   Mary: I heard that the co-worker that welcomed the secretary brought some flowers to the office.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the co-worker that the secretary welcomed brought some flowers to the office.

7. Over the weekend a dentist and two pediatricians talked about various medications. The dentist called one of the pediatricians and then the other pediatrician called the dentist.
   Mary: I heard that the pediatrician that the dentist called left a message about the recommended dosage.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the pediatrician that called the dentist left a message about the recommended dosage.

8. Before the surgery a physician and two neurologists had a long discussion. The physician helped one of the neurologists and then the other neurologist helped the physician.
   Mary: I heard that the neurologist that the physician helped worked at MGH for the last ten years.
   John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the neurologist that helped the physician worked at MGH for the last ten years.

9. During the event an author and two critics argued about the point of a book. The author annoyed one of the critics and then the other critic annoyed the author.
   Mary: I heard that the critic that the author annoyed had strong opinions about many things.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the critic that annoyed the author had strong opinions about many things.

10. Before the class a teacher and two students went over the homework. The teacher greeted one of the students and then the other student greeted the teacher.

Mary: I heard that the student that the teacher greeted gave an interview to the school newspaper recently.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the student that greeted the teacher gave an interview to the school newspaper recently.

11. After the interview a politician and two journalists argued about the new law. The politician criticized one of the journalists and then the other journalist criticized the politician.

Mary: I heard that the journalist that the politician criticized left the room around 3pm.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the journalist that criticized the politician left the room around 3pm.

12. At the convention a researcher and two inventors displayed innovative technology. The researcher praised one of the inventors and then the other inventor praised the researcher.

Mary: I heard that the inventor that the researcher praised patented several inventions over the last five years.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the inventor that praised the researcher patented several inventions over the last five years.

13. At the debate a congressman and two governors argued about the national election. One of the governors antagonized the congressman and then the congressman antagonized the other governor.

Mary: I heard that the governor that antagonized the congressman apologized for being too aggressive.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the governor that the congressman antagonized apologized for being too aggressive.

14. Earlier this month an interpreter and two ambassadors planned a trip. One of the ambassadors contacted the interpreter and then the interpreter contacted the other ambassador.

Mary: I heard that the ambassador that contacted the interpreter lived in Africa for many years.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the ambassador that the interpreter contacted lived in Africa for many years.

15. After the meeting an administrator and two managers examined the accounting books. One of the managers questioned the administrator and then the administrator questioned the other manager.

Mary: I heard that the manager that questioned the administrator had a problem with the company.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the manager that the administrator questioned had a problem with the company.
16. During the lecture an anthropologist and two historians discussed the article. One of the historians challenged the anthropologist and then the anthropologist challenged the other historian.

Mary: I heard that the historian that challenged the anthropologist published a famous book on the same topic.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the historian that the anthropologist challenged published a famous book on the same topic.

17. Before the meeting an instructor and two counselors talked about teaching methods. One of the counselors offended the instructor and then the instructor offended the other counselor.

Mary: I heard that the counselor that offended the instructor regretted the comment after the presentation.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the counselor that the instructor offended regretted the comment after the presentation.

18. In the boardroom a manufacturer and two analysts talked about the deal. One of the analysts consulted the manufacturer and then the manufacturer consulted the other analyst.

Mary: I heard that the analyst that consulted the manufacturer was involved in a scandal not long ago.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the analyst that the manufacturer consulted was involved in a scandal not long ago.

19. At the laboratory a mathematician and two engineers talked about the project. One of the engineers impressed the mathematician and then the mathematician impressed the other engineer.

Mary: I heard that the engineer that the mathematician impressed received an award at a recent conference.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the engineer that impressed the mathematician received an award at a recent conference.

20. A week ago a writer and two artists met at the museum. One of the artists upset the writer and then the writer upset the other artist.

Mary: I heard that the artist that the writer upset left the museum in a bad mood.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the artist that upset the writer left the museum in a bad mood.

21. At the gym a gymnast and two wrestlers were training for an upcoming meet. One of the wrestlers observed the gymnast and then the gymnast observed the other wrestler.

Mary: I heard that the wrestler that the gymnast observed attended the college on a scholarship.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the wrestler that observed the gymnast attended the college on a scholarship.

22. Before the reunion a chef and two caterers talked about the food. One of the caterers frustrated the chef and then the chef frustrated the other caterer.

Mary: I heard that the caterer that the chef frustrated was famous for his mushroom soup recipe.
John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the caterer that frustrated the chef was famous for his mushroom soup recipe.

23. At a construction site, a bricklayer and two carpenters worked near one another. One of the carpenters assisted the bricklayer and then the bricklayer assisted the other carpenter.

Mary: I heard that the carpenter that the bricklayer assisted had twenty years of experience.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the carpenter that assisted the bricklayer had twenty years of experience.

24. Before the press-conference a lawyer and two legislators talked among themselves. One of the legislators cautioned the lawyer and then the lawyer cautioned the other legislator.

Mary: I heard that the legislator that the lawyer cautioned was reported to have considered taking bribes.

John: I am not sure about that. I heard that the legislator that cautioned the lawyer was reported to have considered taking bribes.